
[ castoring element]

[should state  2 laterally spaced wheels]



[summary of prior art deficiencies]



laterally spaced



steering wheel etc

tilting means

electronic

and the associated electronic controller

and its associated electronic controller

FTC

by computation

by computation



computation

or two front wheels

[laterally spaced wheels  attached to a tilting means]

[Reversing]

[to accomodate missmatch 
between maths and reality.]

[to accomodate missmatch 
between maths and reality]



 [again to accomodate any missmatch between maths and reality]







[RWD]



[in a two front wheel version]

[ tilts into corners]

[a  forced tilt parallelogram arrangement is described]



[describes electric actuated forced tilt not patentable in itself]



associated with bi wire control

tilt lock

cabin



forward motive power



[ further bi wire development items]

FTC

poorly translated all wheels tilt  but only front wheels react and turn due to inclination/ camber

[Trail]

FTC

[ creates]

[ inevitable translation problems exist in the text]





 Note:These  equations are theoretical.
 The actual result  highly depends on various settings-
 traction- slip angles etc.
 This vehicle relies on idealised calculations with
 additional observations and further calculations to 
adjust for any missmatch between predictions and 
reality during and leading up to transition from low 
speed mode to FTC mode.
 

bi wire components

bi wire steering actuator



typical bi wire control of a steerable wheel/s

 Bi wire control of the steerable wheel is dumped to FTC



to perform the computations mentioned previously



[bi wire control of steer at slow speed and tilt at all speeds]
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 [all possible driver inputs are bi wire]

[The low speed control ratio between the steering wheel and the steerable wheel is faster than in a conventional car]



infinite ratio possibilities  provided  due to bi wire





From here to the end of the description is described the control  step code/method for the vehicle transition
from / during low speed operation to high speed operation FTC.  Again note that the theoretical 
predictions are progressively and constantly  observed and modified by the computer to ensure  that  reality 
will conform with the predictions  the computer "assumed" so to allow a seamless transition. 
 This is due to the fact that the vehicle can not be acurately predicted theoretically.
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